
Jubilee Edition PP225 Flag Halyard Chair, 1950

Designer:Hans Wegner

Manufacturer:PP Mobler

£13,522

DESCRIPTION

Jubilee Edition PP225 Flag Halyard Chair by Hans Wegner for PP Møbler.

In celebration of their 70th Anniversary, PP Møbler have launched a l imited edit ion of the iconic pp225 Flag Halyard

Chair, originally designed by Hans Wegner in 1950.

This exclusive design showcases a vibrant Wegner Yellow base, creating a visually striking contrast with the seating

frame. It is complemented by elegant ash wood feet, high-quality sheepskin and a vegetal leather neck cushion.

The origins of this remarkable chair date back to a moment on a hot summer day when Hans Wegner found

inspiration while relaxing on the beach. His vision of creating a comfortable chair took shape as he dug himself into

the sand, and the result is a true testament to his creativity and ingenuity.

Impeccably crafted, the Flag Halyard Chair is the epitome of luxury and comfort. Each detail reflects the dedication

of skil led artisans, from the handmade solid stainless steel frame to the 240 meters of natural f lag l ine meticulously

woven to perfection.
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Each seat also has a numbered plaquette, signifying its exclusivity and individuality. There wil l  be only 70 edit ions

of the l imited design manufactured.

DIMENSIONS

104w x 115d x 38/80cmh

MATERIALS

Stainless steel frame painted a vibrant Wegner Yellow with ash wood feet.

Complete with long haired standard sheepskin and a vegetal leather cushion.

Includes a numbered plaquette.

Available in a range of sheepskins that can be viewed here. Please enter the code for the desired finish in the

"sheepskin code" text box.

Please note that sheepskin is a natural product and so colours can vary to images shown.

HELP / ADVICE

Call: 0207 837 1900

Email: showroom@twentytwentyone.com
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